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T he Mythras Combat Card deck consists of  55 double sided 
cards comprised of  the following:

 h 43 Special Effects cards, identified with an illustration of  
a Mythras Combat Special Effect on one side, and a descrip-
tion of  how the effect works on the reverse.

 h 4 Action Point cards, identified with an Action Point icon 
on one face, and a cancelled version on the reverse, indicating 
that the Action Point has been spent or used.

 h 4 Luck Point cards, identified with a Luck Point icon on 
one face, and a cancelled version on the reverse, indicating 
that the Luck Point has been spent or used.

 h 4 Condition cards, to be used as indicators for different 
combat situations: fatigued, impaled, disarmed/prone and 
unable to attack.

Special Effects Cards
Each card represents a different Mythras Combat Special Effect. 

One side carries an illustration of  the effect in action, along with the 
effect’s name. Some effects carry an icon or other instruction, denot-
ing when it can be used, or certain weapons/conditions it relates to.

Each card also has a shaded border: 

 h Red denotes an Offensive Special Effect
 h Green denotes a Defensive Special Effect
 h Red and Green means the Special Effect can be used either 
offensively or defensively.

Using the Cards
The main purpose of  the cards is ease of  reference: having each 

effect on its own card gives you a personal play aid, making it eas-
ier to find and choose a Special Effect. Arrange the cards how you 
wish – into Offensive and Defensive hands, for example; or by pre-
ferred weapon combinations or types. Whatever method you choose 
to arrange the cards, it is easier – and more fun – to choose an effect 

you hold personally, then sifting through a list of  effects and then 
looking up the rules. 

We also hope it promotes use of  different Special Effects. Some, 
like Choose Location, appear to be obvious choices, but quite often, 
an effect you might not think of  choosing will help you more because 
it leaves the opponent unable to retaliate, or forces them to spend a 
valuable Action Point on something else if  they want to retaliate at 
full strength. Take a little time to study the Special Effects cards, 
looking at what happens to the opponent and what it requires to 
implement the effect. By developing a general understanding, fol-
lowed by use of  varied effects, you will soon build up a wide reper-
toire of  techniques that you can use confidently and quickly.

The cards also serve another purpose. Some Mythras Games 
Masters prefer to limit the available Special Effects, either due to 
combat style value, or because too much choice can be overwhelm-
ing – especially for younger players, those new to Mythras. With a 
card deck, the Games Master and player can define what cards can 
be held in the hand based on whether all, or only some, Special 
Effects are being used. We encourage Games Masters and players to 
collaborate on how the cards are to be used

Obviously it is nice for each participant to have their own, pro-
fessionally produced deck – but we do provide the cards in PDF 
format so that they can be printed easily at home allowing everyone 
at the table to have their own hand with a little work, paper and 
printer ink.

Suggestions for 
Special Effects Hands

New players to Mythras sometimes experience difficulty in 
choosing Special Effects during combat, due to their overwhelming 
number. A favoured method to help against this, is for a Games Mas-
ter to cut down the list of  effects available for a particular character, 
making it easier for players to select one.

The following are basic suggestions of  cards to include in a 
Special Effects hand for different weapon combat styles. Examples 
cover the most obvious choices, but are by no means supposed to 
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Weapon Icons Special Instruction Dual Border  
(Offensive & Defensive)

Bludgeoning
The effect can be 
used by bludgeoning 
weapons, such as a 
mace, quarterstaff  
or flail

Cutting
The effect applies to 
edged weapons, such 
as axes and swords

Entangle
The effect applies to 
entangling weapons, 
such as nets

Fatigued
Fatigue applies, 
or the character is 
fatigued

Impaling
The effect applies to 
impaling weapons, 
such as spears, jave-
lins and harpoons

Luck Point
Show face up 
when a Luck Point 
is available, and 
reverse to show it has 
been used.

Action Point
Show face up when 
an Action Point 
is available, and 
reverse to show it has 
been used.

Ranged
The effect applies 
to ranged weapons 
- archaic (such as 
bows) and firearms, 
unless otherwise 
noted

Shield
The effect applies to 
shields of  all sizes 
and types

Small Weapons
The effect applies to 
weapons classed as 
Small for their Size 
rating.

Two Handed
The effect applies 
to double handed 
weapons, such as 
great axes, great 
swords and polearms

Unarmed
The effect applies 
to Unarmed combat 
styles

Icons
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be definitive; you should feel free to include other cards and create 
variants suitable to the campaign setting you play in. 

With a little experimentation,  ostensibly similar Combat Styles 
can be made more individualistic, due to their focus on particular 
techniques - i.e. effects - they rely upon.

Archer/Sniper Styles
Circumvent Parry, Circumvent Cover, Drop Foe, Duck Back, 

Impale, Marksman, Overpenetration, Pin Down, Rapid Reload

Assassin Styles
Bleed, Bypass Armour, Choose Location, Drop Foe, Impale, Kill 

Silently, Marksman, Maximise Damage, Overextend

Axeman/Polearm Styles
Choose Location, Damage Weapon, Bypass Armour, Circum-

vent Parry, Maximise Damage, Open Range, Pin Weapon, Select 
Target, Sunder

Big Bashing Weapon Styles
Bash, Choose Location, Damage Weapon, Disarm Opponent, 

Force Failure, Maximise Damage, Open Range, Press Advantage, 
Stun Location

Biting Monster Styles
Bleed, Bypass Armour, Choose Location, Close Range, Force 

Failure, Grip, Impale, Kill Silently, Withdraw

Clawed Monster Styles
Accidental Injury, Bash, Bleed, Close Range, Disarm Opponent, 

Flurry, Grip, Maximise Damage, Withdraw

Defensive Unarmed Styles
Accidental Injury, Arise, Enhance Parry, Grip, Overextend 

Opponent, Slip Free, Take Weapon, Trip Opponent, Withdraw

Duellist Styles
Bleed, Circumvent Parry, Compel Surrender, Choose Location, 

Disarm Opponent, Force Failure, Prepare Counter, Remise, Scar 
Foe

Entangling Weapon Styles
Accidental Injury, Choose Location, Circumvent Parry, Disarm 

Opponent, Entangle, Open Range, Prepare Counter, Press Advan-
tage, Trip Opponent 

Grappling Monster Styles
Bash, Circumvent Parry, Close Range, Entangle, Force Failure, 

Grip, Pin Weapon, Stun Location, Withdraw

Horned Monster Styles
Bypass Armour, Close Range, Impale, Maximise Damage, Open 

Range, Select Target, Sunder, Trip Opponent, Withdraw

Offensive Unarmed Styles
Accidental Injury, Arise, Blind Opponent, Bypass Armour, 

Choose Location, Close Range, Disarm Opponent, Flurry, Stun 
Location

Spear and Shield Styles
Bash, Bypass Armour, Choose Location, Circumvent Parry, 

Force Failure, Impale, Open Range, Press Advantage, Stand Fast

Sword and Shield Styles
Bash, Bleed, Bypass Armour, Choose Location, Close Range, 

Disarm Opponent, Enhance Parry, Force Failure, Trip Opponent

Action and Luck 
Point Cards

These are simple to use. Allocate Action and Luck Point cards 
according to how many of  each your character has. Face up, and 
the card is available for use. Reversed, so that the cancelled face is 
showing, indicates the Action or Luck Point has been used. When it 
comes time to replenish Action or Luck Point pools, simply turn the 
card back over.

Condition Cards
Characters can suffer a variety of  special conditions in com-

bat: they might be rendered Prone when tripped, for example; or 
be impaled by a weapon and suffer penalties to skill use. The most 
common conditions are represented by the Condition Cards, and 
these can be brought into play as needed, and placed on, or near the 
character sheet, to act as a visual reminder of  the presence of  the 
condition. Once lifted, simply return the card to the deck or one’s 
hand.
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The Strobus Codex is a way of  choosing Special Effects based 
on conditions and outcomes. The effects are tabulated according to 
their broad tactical goal (beginning with those focused on damag-
ing and wounding, followed by disabling, then positioning). On each 
line, the information is presented in this order: 

 h When to use an effect
 h The effects available
 h If  a special dice condition is needed (critical, fumble, or 
opposed roll)

 h If  any other conditions need to be met. 

Some effects are listed more than once to reflect the fact that they 
can achieve more than one goal. Impale, for example, can be used 
when you want to increase your damage - but also when you want 
to hamper a foe.

The Strobus Codex is intended to present the effects according 
to this thought process:

 h What am I trying to achieve?
 h Based on the situation at hand, which options will best achieve 
this? Which can I quickly rule out?

 h What are these options called?
 h What will happen when I apply these options?
 h Will there be any lingering consequences?

These tactical goals are only loosely defined and not necessarily 
meant to capture every edge situation. The Codex will not replace 
learning how to make tactical decisions during the game, and is 
intended to help speed up the process of  picking the effect you want 
to apply.

Use this when you are Effect name Condition of use Other condition
Attacking Bypass Armour Critical only
Attacking Maximize Damage Critical only
Attacking while unarmed Flurry
Attacking with a ranged weapon Rapid Reload
Attacking with an impaling 
weapon Impale 

Defending Accidental Injury
Defending against more than 
one enemy Select Target Opponent fumbles

To Increase Damage to an Opponent

To Damage a Specific Hit location
Use this when you are Effect name Condition of use Other condition
Attacking with a melee weapon 
(or ranged if  foe close and still) Choose Location 

Attacking with a ranged weapon 
under all other conditions Choose Location Critical only

Defending against more than 
one enemy Select Target Opponent fumbles

Use this when you are Effect name Condition of use Other condition
Attacking with a 2h weapon Sunder
Attacking with a cutting weapon Bleed Resisted by Endurance Must cause at least 1pt damage

To Weaken an Opponent That’s Hard to Damage

Use this when you are Effect name Condition of use Other condition
Attacking while unarmed Flurry
Attacking with a ranged weapon Rapid Reload

To Get More Attacks Against an Opponent

The Strobus Codex
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Use this when you are Effect name Condition of use Other condition
Attacking Bypass Armour Critical only
Attacking Circumvent Parry

To Reduce an Opponent’s Defences

Use this when you are Effect name Condition of use Other condition

Attacking with assassination trait Kill Silently First attack only vs. Surprised 
opponent

To Kill Silently

Use this when you are Effect name Condition of use Other condition
Attacking or defending Damage Weapon

Attacking or defending Disarm Opponent Resisted by combat style.          
Difficulty -/+ with weapon sizes Opponent str = or less 2x own

Attacking or defending Pin Weapon
Attacking or defending while 
unarmed Take Weapon Resisted by combat style.   Opponent str = or less 2x own

Attacking or defending with an 
entangling weapon Entangle Must target hit location of  

weapon

To Disarm an Opponent

Use this when you are Effect name Condition of use Other condition
Attacking Press Advantage

Attacking Bash 
Resisted by hard Athletics or 
Acrobatics (if  knocked into 

obstacle)
Opponent siz = or less 2x own 

Attacking or defending Compel Surrender Resisted by Willpower Opponent must be disabled or 
disadvantaged

Attacking or defending Trip Opponent
Resisted by Brawn, Evade, Or 

Acrobatics, or easy Athletics for 
Quadrupeds

Attacking or defending with an 
entangling weapon Entangle 

attacking with a bludgeoning 
weapon Stun Location Resisted by Endurance

Attacking with an impaling 
weapon Impale 

defending Blind Opponent Critical only; resisted by Evade 
or shield roll

Defending Overextend

To Reduce an Opponent’s Ability to Attack or Parry

Use this when you are Effect name Condition of use Other condition
Defending Enhance Parry Critical only
Defending Stand Fast Critical only

To Help You Resist DamageSam
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Use this when you are Effect name Condition of use Other condition

Attacking Bash Resisted by hard Athletics or 
Acrobatics

Opponent siz = or less 2x own            
must be forced into an obstacle

Attacking and unarmed Grip
Attacking or defending Close Range
Attacking or defending Open Range
Defending Arise
Defending Slip Free Critical only
Defending Withdraw

To Reposition You or Your Opponent

Use this when you are Effect name Condition of use Other condition
Attacking or defending Force Failure Opponent fumbles

When You Want to Ensure an Effect Succeeds
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